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THE IMPACT CF TRANSPORTATION RAThS
ON ThE COMPETITIVE POSITION OF
ORtGON 'S GREN BEAN INDUSTRY

Statement of the Problem
Oregon has been producing 20 to 25 percent of all
'een beans processed in the United States.

The prinoi*

pal competing states in production of green beans for
processing are New York, Wisconsin, California, Florida,
Tennessee, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Washington.

These states, together with Oregon, account for between
75 and 80 percent of total production (12, p.10).

With

the exception of the West Coast states, all of the main

production areas are located closer to the population
centers of the East and Midwest.

Oregon, located far

from the large markets, must compete for these markets

with relatively long transportation hauls.
A history of rates from Oregon to transcontinental
poInts indicates a series of Increases from 1946 to the
present.

Until 1955 the method of calculating increases

consisted of applying a straight percentage to former
rates.

Since Oregon shippers have paid higher basic

rates, the percentage increase raised the amount paid per
unit of shipment by a greater amount than from production
areas located nearer the consuming centers.

Beginning in

1955 the method of increasing rates on canned and frozen
goods changed.

A straight percentage is applied to the

rates and if the increase does not exceed a predetermined
maximum or hoiddown, the percentage increase applies.

If

the increase exceeds the maximum, only the maximum
applies,

The holddown has the effect of limiting the

amount of increase which applies to an Oregon shipper.

In all cases since 1955 the maximum increaso has applied
to Oregon shippers, except on shipments into Washington.

However, the rates from competitive producing areas 10cated closer to the markets have not increased by the
full amount of the holddowns,

Thus, the difference in

rates paid by Oregon shippers is increasing over other
production areas.

Transportation costs can be considered as costs of
production.

Equal increases in rates from all production

areas to a given market may be borne by either the producer or the consumer.

But increases in rate differ-

entials of one area over another must be borne by the
producer in the disadvantaged area,

With several sources

of supply, the buyer in the market can choose the source
which provides him with the product at the lowest cost,
quality considered to be the same.

He will pay no more

for Oregon green beans than for Florida or New York
beans.

In order to compete with other production areas,

the Oregon shipper must absorb the increase in rate dif
ferentials, this cost being passed on to the producer.

The increase in rate differentials becomes a factor which
militates against the competitive position of Oregon's
processed green bean industry.

Objectives of the Stud
The primary objective of the study is to determine
the extent to which the competitive posItion of the Ore

gon g'oen bean industry has changed due to increasIng
transportation rates.

Secondary objectives of the study are: (1) To discover where the markets for Oregon's

een beans are lo-

cated and changes which have taken place in those
markets in the five-year period, 1953 through 195?.
(2) To determine which carriers were utilized in trans-

porting the product to market and changes in the type of
carrier utilized.

(3) To determine a shipment plan

through linear programming for the market year from
August 1, 1956 to July 31, 1957 whIch would minimize
transportation costs for all of the production areas,
The part of the optimum shipment plan which applies to

Oregon shippers can then be compared with the computed
shipments for the same period to show where the best
possibilities for market expansion are located,

I
considering al]. production areas and the existing sot of
rates.

Limitations

Transportation rates are only one factor whtch influences the competitive position of an area.

More at-

tractive production possibilities may arise in a produotiori area which outweigh a favorable change in freight
rates.

This could result in an apparently irrational

shift in production when freight rates only are considered.

Furthermore, imperfect knowledge on the part

of producers may lead to varying responses in different
areas.

While such factors are recognized as important

in an overall examination of the competitive position of

a given area, they are necessarily eliminated to make
the problem manageable.

The study is for a single commodity although the
transportation rates are the same for any canned goods
not otherwise specified in the tariffs.

Further re-

search on canned commodities could make use of the

results presented only if the commodities competed in
the same markets to which the rates apply.
The processors from whom data were gathered wore

considered to be representative of all processors in the
state.

However, any one processor may have a pet

market which he supplies exclusively, this not being
reflected In the adjusted total shipments from Oregon.
The linear prograiiuning solution Is least cost for

the country as a whole.

It is not necessarily the least

cost plan for any one region.

Hence, recommendations as

to areas where market expansion appear plausible to re-

duce the total transportation cost are made under the
assumption that the other regions would ship to the
areas Indicated as optimum In the solution.
It would be more realistic were the problem set up

with all of the states as individual regions Instead of
the larger areas designated as regions in the model
(Figure 1).

The total cost would be greater with this

model because there are transportation coats within the
regions, while In the model consumption and production
are considered to be concentrated at a single point in
each region.

ftI.1ø1J;

Markets for Oregon Green Beans and Carriers Involved
The commercial processors of green beans do not have
shipment data summarized as to destination or type of
carrier involved,

Also, since green beans are shipped in

the same cars as other canned or frozen products it was

necessary to go through the invoices for each processor
for the period 1953-1957.

Because of the work involved

in obtaining and summarizing the data it was necessary to
work with only part of the twenty commercial processors.
These processors represented both large and small organi
zations.

The quantity handled by these processors ranged

from 28 percent of total Oregon production of green beans
for processing in 1955 to 44 percent in 1953.

The shipments were summarized from the invoices by
ease size, number of cases, destination of shipment (by
state), the carrier involved and the month of shipment,
The shipments were in terms of the various ease sizes.
To convert the case sizes to a common unit, the case

sizes were multiplied by an appropriate conversion factor
which converted case sizes to pounds of product.

These

figures were further multiplied by another conversion
factor which converted the shipments to the equivalent
farm weight (10, p.72-75).

The latter figure was used
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only to determine the percent of total production which

the sample represented.
The percentage of product shipped to the various
markets by the processors in the sample were considered
to be representative of the industry. To calculate the
total amount shipped by all Oregon processors, the

amounts shipped in the sample were blown up by the por
cent of total production which the sample represented,

i.e., the formula used was
ShiPfllentcalculated * Shipmeritactual

percent of total production

in sample
The calculated shIpments were then compared over time to
determine where the markets for Oegona processed green
beans are located and changes in these markets over the

fiveyaar period studied.

Also, the type of transporta-

tion carrier utilized was determined from the calculated
shipments.

Competitive Position of Oron's Green Bean Xndust]7

differentials in rates between Oregon and competitive
producing areas paid in 1946 were compared to the differentials paid in later years.

Any increase in the

differential means that someone is paying the increased

costs of marketing Oregon green beans.
The assumptions are first made that (1) Oregon producere sell a homogenous product and (2) each producer
sells independently.

In this case the Oregon producer

pays for the increase in rate differentials with his
competitive position changed immediately by the amount
of the increase,

Later, these assumptions are relaxed

to show that regardless of who pays the increase in differeritials, the competitive position of the producer who

faces increases in rate differentials has declined.

LInear Programming SolutIon
The transportation model was designed to furnish
the lowest possible transportation oost in the distribution of a product from several sources to many 1ocali'
ties.

If the United States Is divided into regions

(Figure 1) and the variables of consumption and produc-

tion are known for each region as well as transportation
rates between regions, then an approximate least-cost
shipment plan for the UnIted States as a whole can be
computed.

The solution shows the optimum shipment plan

FIGURE 1.

MAP SHOWING REGIONS USED IN TRANSRTATION MODEL
CD

between the various regions.

Since Oregon is considered

to be an individual region, the solution shows whore

Oregon shippers should ship to fulfill their part in
achieving a niinimum transportation cost.

Under conditions of perfect competition, with con
suniption and production centered at one point in each

region and the only transportation costs being between
regions, the allocation of product achieved would be the
same as the solution of the problem.

The reason is that

any other allocation of product would permit cost-saving
ax'bitrages exactly equal to the cost-saving reroutings

eiployed in reaching the solution (2, p.117).

MARKETS FOR Ok1kGON '3 GREEN EANS

Present Location of Markets

Oregon's green beans were shipped throughout the
United States in 1957 with shipments going to every
state with the exception of Delaware and Vermont.

Ore

gon green beans are marketed wherever there are population centers (Appendix A).
In 1957,

percent of Oregon's total shipments

went to states east of the Mississippi River where 60
percent of the green beans for processing are grown (12,
p.10).

Oregon is competing for markets with production

areas which have a distinct locational advantage.
On a state basis, California is the single largest
market for Oregon green beans.

In 1957, the amount

shipped to California was approximately 37 million
pounds, or about 17 percent of all 8hipnlents.

Much of

the tonnage shij pod to California was in the form of bulk

frozen

een beans which are further processed or are put

into mixed vegetable packs.

How much of this tonnage is

intended for ultimate consumption in California is uxetermined.

The next largest markets are Oregon and Washington.
The quantities listed as being shipped within these

states is misleading, however, because a large portion

of the shipments are from one processor to another to
fulfill a temporary need, later to be repaid in kind.

Also, large quantities are shipped to staging potnts
within the states and are later consigned to other
states.

The reshipmonts are not calculated as data were

not accessible.

In the Midwest the large markets are Illinois with
17 million pounds taken in 1957, Indiana with 7.75 tnil-

lion pounds, Missouri with 6.5 million pounds and Ohio
with 5.5 million pounds (Appendix A).

Texas is the largest market in the South, taking
13.33 million pounds in 195?.

Louisiana is also a large

market, taking 9 million pounds in 1957.

Of other

states in the South, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, M1ssis

aippi, North Carolina, and South Carolina each took over
3 million pounds in 1957,

New York, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania are the
large markets in the Northea't.

New York took '3.5 mi1

lion pounds in 1957, Pennsylvania took 6.5 million
pounds, and Massachusetts took 4 million pounds.
Changes in Markets
Important changes in markets took place in the five
year period studied.

Six states declined in total

quantity taken but only New Jersey was relatively
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important as a market.

The other states were Arizona,

Nebraska, Nevada, South Dakota, and Wyoming.

There were svera1 states which remained nearly
constant in total amount taken and many which increased
the quantity taken by large amounts.

The largest in-

creases occurred in the Midwest and in the South.

In the Midwest, Minnesota showed the smallest increase, amounting to about .7 million pounds.

Illinois

increased from 6.7 million pounds to 16.9 million pounds,

Indiana increased from 3.9 million pounds to 7.8 million
pounds, Michigan front .4 to 2.6 million pounds, Wisconsin from .2 to 1.3 million pounds, Iowa from .8 to 2.1.

million pounds, and Ohio from 2.1 to 5.5 million pounds.
This area has become Oregon's largest market for processed green beans.

In the southern and southwestern states from Texas

and Oklahoma eastward to the Atlantic Coast every state
had an increased total quantity.

Furthermore, the in-

creases were substantial, ranging from a 1.4 million
pound increase in Arkansas to a 6.5 million pound increase in Texas.

Oregon's share in these markets is

increasing quite rapidly with these states accounting
for 30 percent of total product shipped in 1957.

The Northeast as a whole has remained fairi
in total amount taken.

In 1953 and 1956 about 17

stable

:1.4

million pounds were taken; in 1954, 26 million pounds
and in 1955 and 195? between 22 and 23 million pounds
were taken.

New York, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania

were consistently the largest markets in this area over
the fiveyear period.
In the West, California increased from 34 million

pounds in 1953 to 37 million pounds in 195?.

This is a

substantial increase but represents only about 8 percent

of the total taken by this state in 1957.

Washington,

Montana, and Idaho increased the amount taken from 1953
to 1954 and. 1955 but have declined from levels
attained

in these years.

Part of the change probably can be at

tributed to the production in Washington,

Production

decreased in 1955 and than increased in 1956 and 1957
(9, p.265; 12, p.10).

By regions,region 8 was the largest market from
1953 through 1956 when it was replaced in importance by
region 4 (Figure 1).

Region 4 was the second largest
market in the preceding four years and was narrowing
difference in each of the four years.

the

Region 1, the

Northeast, declined from the third largest market to the
fifth largest market, being replaced by
region 2, the
South Atlantic states, which moved up from fifth
to the
third largest market.

Region 7 declined from fourth to

seventh place, changing position with region 3 which
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moved up from seventh to fourth place.

The only region

whose relative position did not change wa

region 6

which renained in last place over the entire period
(Appendix B).

In sunrnary, the growing markets are in the South

and the Midwest, with the Northeast remaining fairli
stable in total quantity taken.

The Great P1ana states

are slowly increasing the quantity taken but remain a
small market.

Rate Increases and Changes in Markets
Over the market period studied, rail rates increased
by the same total amount to all markets, except Wsshing
ton, while the important changes in markets took place in
an expansion of shipments to the South and Midwest.

As

rates increased as much to these areas as to any other
market, it is difficult to indicate what influence increasing rates had on market changes without examining
what the rate increases were from other production areas
to the same markets.

LI

CARRIERS

Boat Shipments

In region 1, the Northeast, where there are numor
ous deep water ports, the proportion of processed green
beans moving via boat increased from 1953 through 1955
and has declined since then. The pr Dport ions were 47
percent of shipments to this area in 1953, 46 percent in
1954, 57 percent in 1955, 51 percent in 1956, and 41
percent in 1957 (Table 1).
Nearly all the canned green beans move to this area
via boat except to New York and to Pennsylvania. These
shipments are generally large and a considerable portion

is shipped to wholesalers in the port cities. The
product is either warehoused in the port city and dia
tributod to retail as required or is moved directly to
retail from the port.
In region 2, the South Atlantic states, the propor
tion of total shipments moving via boat decreased
steadily from 1953 through 1956 and then increased in
1957. The proportions of shipments moving via boat were
19 percent in 1953, 18 percent in 1954, 13 pereert in
1955, 8 percent in 1956, and 12 percent in 1957,

(Table 1). The increase in 1957 is duo to larger ship
nonts to three areas: Washington, D C., Florida, and

Maryland.

Total shipments via boat to this region were

actually greater by I million pounds in 1957 than in
1953, but, because of the great increases in rail ship-

ments, the proportion moving via boat has been reduced.
There are only a few satisfactory deep water ports
in regIon 2 which are located close to the larger consuming centers.

This may explain why the total ship-

ments moving via boat have increased only moderately
while rail shipments have doubled in quantity.
In region 3 the importance of water carriers has de-

dined and to aeater extent than in the other regions.
Boat shipments in 1953 accounted for 25 percent of 8hipmerits to this area while in 1956 and 195? the proportion

was down to 3 percent of total shipments.

Two ports,

New Orleans and Mobile, accounted for nearly all the
shipments in 1953 with some shipments moving up the

Mississippi River to points In Mississippi.

In 1956 and

1957, however, almost no shipments were made to New
Orleans.

The processors indicated that where long hauls are
necessary and either boat or rail shipments can be made,
flexibility often becomes the moat important factor in
choosing the carrier. Boat shipments take considerably
longer than rail shipments and immediate needa of
tailers cannot be met usIng water carriers.

Rail

re-

shipments can be made direct to the cities where retail
outlets are located,

Railroad Shipments

In region 1 the railroads and the boats divided the
traffic but boat shipments declined in importance in
1957.

All shipments of frozen green beans to this

region are made by rail,

Part of the increase in the

proportion shipped via rail in 1957 is attributable to
the shipment of frozen green beans as Pennsylvania increased the amount taken by over 2 million pounds.
In region 2 the railroads and boats divided the

traffic but the railroads transported a much larger proportion of total shipments,

The proportion moving via

rail varied from a high of 92 percent of total shipments
in 1956 to a low of 81 percent in 1953.

The trend ha

been toward a larger proportion for the railroads
(Table 1).

In region 3 the railroads transported all that the

boats did not transport or from a high of 9? percent of
total shipments in 1956 and 1957 to a low of 75 percent
in 1953.

In region 4, the 1(idwost, almost all shipments are

made by rail,

In 1953, 99.7 percent of the shipments

went by rail; in 1954, 99,6 percent; in 1955, 99.3

19

percent; in 1956, 99.5 percent; and In 1957, 98,7
cent.

The railroads thus have 1itt1

per-

competition for

hauls to this area at present although the trucking industry is slowly beginning to increase its share.
In regions 5 and 8, the Southwest and the Great

Plains, the railroads again haul most of the shipments
With but little competition from the trucks (Table 1).
In regions 7 and 8, the regions adjoining Oregon,
the rails carry less of the shipments than do the trucks,

In region 7, the proportion shipped by rail has decreased
from 44 percent in 1953 to 11 percent in 1957.

In

region 8, railroads carried 33 percent in 1953, 1955 and
1956 but only 21 percent in 1954 and 1957 (Table 1).

Whore the distances are not too great, the trucks
offer the same competition to the railroads that the
railroads offer to the boats on the longer hauls.

The

trucks are more flexible, offering relatIvely rapid pickup and delivery.

In addition, truck rates on the shorter

hauls are not too much greater than the rail rates.

For

instance, the present differential of truck rates over

rail rates from Salem to Tacoma Is

.08 per hundred-

weight.

Truck Shipments
Truck transportation has increased in Importance

rapidly over the last decade.

Longer and longer hauls

are becoming more common, with shipents going as far
east as Illinois and south into Texas.

While the trucks

do not yet seriously challenge railroad supremacy in
these regions, the trend has been toward a larger share
for the trucks.

At a recent transportation conference

it was stated that:

"Negotiations have been and are still in
progress with certain common carrier truck
lines to develop lower truckload rates with
larger minimum weights for long distance
shipment. It is fairly well agreed that when
the truck rate differential over the rail
rate doss not exceed
.08.4 .10 per hundredweight, a considerable tonnage wifl be
diverted to the truck lines. Recent improvements in truck transportation equipment indi
cats that the time is near when highly
competitive rates in long-haul movement will
result in substantial tonnage diversion." (1)
All o

handled b

the intrastate shipments in Oregon are
the truck lines,

Most of the shipments are

not large and the trucks offer rates on the lower minimum weights which are quite competitive with less-thancarlot rates offered by the railroads.

Northwest Canners and Freezers Association. Statement of northwest canners and freezers association
in support of proposal for readjustment of transcontinental rail freight rates on canned fruits and
vegetables. Presented at the Transportation Conference of Shippers and Carriers, Las Vegas, Nevada.
April 11, 1958.
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In sumniary, railroads covipete with water carriers

for the traffic on the East Coast.

Each has roughly

one-half of the traffic in the Northeast while the railroads are taking a much larger proportion along the
South Atlantic Coast.

In the Midwest, the Southwest,

and the Great Plains the railroads handle nearly all of

the traffic with the truck lines slowly increasing their
share.

In the regions surrounding Oregon, tho trucks

and the railroads conpete for the traffic with the
trucks

handling a larger and increasing portion of total shipments.

22

Table 1
PERCENT 0? TOTAL SHIPMINTS VIA INDIVIDUAL CARRIERS,
3.953l957, BY REGIONS

Region
I

II

UI

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

Boat

47%

46%

57%

51%

41%

Rail

53%

54%

43%

49%

59%

:Boat

19%

18%

13%

8%

Rail

81%

82%

87%

92%

88%

Boat

25.2%

11%

18%

3%

3%

itail

74.7%

89

82%

97%

97%

Truck

.i%

--

--

-

Rail

99.7%

99.6%

99.3%

99.s%

98.7%

Truck

.3%

.4%

.7%

.5%

1.3%

Rail

98.8%

99,6%

99.5%

99.1%

97.1%

Truck

1.2%

.4%

.5%

.9%

2.9%

Rail

95.7%

96,7%

98,3%

99.9%

97.0%

Truck

4.3%

3.3%

1.7%

.1%

3.0%

Rail

44%

36%

26%

32%

11%

Truck

56%

64%

74%

68%

S9%

Rail

33%

21%

33%

32%

21%

Truck

67%

79%

67%

68%

79%

Truck

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

CarrIer

HISTORY OF RATES
Railroad Rates

A history of rail rates for canned goods from Ore
gon shows a steady upward trend in rates fran 1946 to the
present.

The upward trend is interrupted in only two

instances by reductions in the rates.

The first reduc

tion occurred in 1956 and concerned rates into Washington.

The soond reduction occurred in August, 1958, and

involved substantial reductions in rates to West Cca8t
points, to the South, and to the Midwest.
A chronology of Ex Parts increases is presented to
show the general trend of rates from 1946 to 1958.
Ex Parte 148.

'ffect1ve December, 1946.

In 1942 n-

creases were allowed the railroads but the increases were
suspended early in 1943.

The case was reopened in June,

1946 and in Decetuber, 1946, increases were allowed which

averaged about 15 percent for a'icu1tural oonmoditisa,

Ex Parte 162, 166, and 168.

Effective January,

1947, May, 1948, and September, 1949, respectively.

The

increases allowed under these three cases were straight

percentage increases with no rnaxiuums or hoiddowns allowed for canned or frozen goods,

Ex Parts 162 provided

for a 20 percent increase, 166 provided for a 20 percent
increa3e, and 188 provided for an 8 percent increase,

24
x Parte 175.

Effective July, 1955.

This was the

first increase which provided for a hoiddown for canned
and frozen goods.

It provided for a 15 percent increase

with a 12 cent per hundredweight holddown.
Ex Parte 198-A.

tfective March, 1956.

This in-

crease provided for a 6 percent increase with a 6 øent
per hundredweight maximum for canned and frozen goods.

x Parte 26-A.

Effective August, 1957.

This in-

crease provided for a 12 percent increase with an U cent
per hundredweight maximum.
tl)A hoiddown is simply a maximum which rates are allowed
to increase. The method of ca1cuating the holddown
is taken from earlier Interstate Coniaierce Commission
decisions on competitive rates on citrus fruits from

Lake Wales, Florida, to New York City and from Los
Angeles, California, to New York City. The rate from
Lake Wales to New York on citrus fruit is the rate on
which the boiddown is based. The percentage increase
is applied to this rate and the amount that the increase raises the rate is the maximum which applies to
any shipper. For example, assume that the rate on
citrus fruit from Lake Wales to New York is ;j1,5O per
hundredweight and a 10 percent increase is allowed.
The rate to the Florida shipper becomes $I.65 per
hundredweight. For the California shipper of citrus
fruit whose rate before the increase was 2.50 per
hundredweight, the hoiddown does not allow the full
10 percent increase to become effective. His rate becomes 2,65 per hundredweight. It was thought that
since canned fruit and veetab1es oonpeted with fresh
fruit and vegetables, the same method of computing
hoiddowna should be usod for canned and frozen fruits
and vegetables. This, therefore, is the method and
the points used in computing increases in rates for
canned and frozen goods from Oregon to transcontinental points.

x Parts 212.

iffeotive February, 1958,

This in-

crease provided for a straight 1 cent per hundredweight
increase.

The greatest absolute increases in rates to markets
studied from 1946 to the present have occurred on shipmerits moving to the East Coast states.

The rates in-

creased by 4.00 per hundredweight to Florida and by
.99 per hundredwoight to all other states along the

Atlantic Coast from South Carolina to Massachusetts.
Rates to Georgia increased by 3 .94 per hundredweight.
Moving westward, the rates to the general belt of states
lying just inside the Atlantic Coast states but east of

a north-south line extending from Chicago to 1ew Orleans
(excluding those two cities) increased by
per hundredweight,

.90 to

.91

The only exception was Alabama, rates

to that state Increasing by

.84 per hundredweight.

West of this line rates increased by

.83 to

.84 per

hundredweIghtS, to the markets studied.

Since the hoiddowna were instituted, rates from Oregon to all markets studied Increased by the same amount,
that Is, by

.30 per hundredweight.

authorized In August, 1958 reduced the
weight total increase by as much as

The reductions
.30 per hundred.20.

The reduc-

tions ranged from 3 .96 per hundredweight on rato$ to
Alabama and Indiana to

.

.20 per hundredweight to

California.

Other reductions were: $ .09 per hundred

weight to Louisiana, Texas, and Missouri;
hundredweight to Illinois; and

.13 per

.17 per hundredweight

to Oklahoma.

Truck Rates
Truck transportation to mal'kets outside the weztern

states from Oregon is presently of no great importance.
Considerable quantities are shipped to California, Wash
ington, Idaho, Utah, and Montana but the truck rates to
those states are quite comparable to rail rates.

Hence,

only a statement of truck rates in effect in 1946, 1953,
and 1958 will be presented (Table 2).

Truck rates to the markets studied have increased
about 200 percent on the average of rates in effect in
1946.

This is quite comparable to rail rates to the'

same points for the same time period.
Intercoastal Water Rates

California and Washington are the only two states
which compete with Oregon for the eastern markets and
ship via boat.

The rates are nearly the same for the

three states and have roniained so over the period from

1953 to 1958, hence little or no change has occurred in
the relationship among the three states.

Intercoasta]. water carrier rates have increased much

less, both percentagowise and absolutely, than have rail
rates to the same points over the same period of time
(Table 3).

However, a question arises about direct

comparability of rail and water carrier rates,

Water

carrier rates apply to the port cities only and the
product often must be distributed away from those cities.
There are additional costs associated with handling arid

warehousing the product until it is moved out to retail
plus freight charges from the warehouse to retail outlets,

Also, marine insurance is required for all ship-

ments.

Therefore, to say that water carrier rates are

lower than rail rates by the amounts stated in the
tariffs is often risleading.

Table 2 (1)
TRUCK RATES FROM PORTLATt) TO MARTS SRVED BY
1946 TO 1958 (1)
(Rates are in cents per hundredweight)

Date

6-30-46(4)

To:

Tacoma, Wn.
Los Angeles,
California
Boise, Idaho
Salt Lake,
Utah
Butte, Mont.

-18-53 (4)
40

10 304OI0 2O3O

Min.wt.(3J

39
-

79

32

63

55

50

-- 102

81 -- 123 101
-- 50 153 128 115

120 115 -117 --

-

10

1-1-58 (4)
2
$040
87

68

55

-- 152 144 135
152 -- 99

64

206

-- 136 114

96 259

--

TRUCK

-- 116
-- 204 121
--

Table 3 (1)

BOAT RATES PROM PORTLAND TO MARKETS SERVED BY BOAT,
1953-1958
(Rates are in cents per hundredweight)
Date
i1nimum weight

1-1-53 (8)
20,000

1012i.56 ()
LOL
20,00O

Taripa, F'lorlda

137
137

New Orleans,
Louisiana
New York, N.Y.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.

173
173

137
143
143
143

173
176
176

To:

Mobile, Alabama

176

10

1-1-58 (5)
LCL(2) 20
190
190

14].

136
130
139
--139

190
131
--181

141
143
154
143

147

See Appendix C for source of rates. Number in parenthesis beside date of rates indicates who furnished
the rates.
(2) LCL means "lees-than-carlot".
Minimum weight is in thousands of pounds.

COMPTITIVE POSITION
Measurement of Change in Cotpetitive Position
The structure of transportation rates between Oregon
and coripotitive producing areas and the markets is im-

portant to Oregon producers.

Any change in the structure

affects the ability of Oregon producers to compete in the
markets.

Certain states, because of proximity to the

large consuming centers, have lower transportation costs
in marketing their products.

Others, being farther from

the markets have higher transportation costs.

Over time

a relationship inrates between producing areas is formed.
The producers located closer to the markets are favored
by the rate structure with lower rates.

AS the rates

change, 11111088 they change by the same amount from each

production area to each market, a new relationship in
rates between producing areas is formed.

The new rela-

tionship may favor the same areas as before, but more
strongly, or it may favor different areas.

At any rate,

the ability of an area to compete in the markets depends
to some degree on bow much or how little the new rate
structure favors it.

Over time, production areas have evolved within the
framework of such factors as climate, location, and trans-

portation rates and facilities.

The objective here is to

first determine a measurement of the change in ccmpeti'
tive position and then to measure the change which has
occurred due to increasing transportation rates,
An increase in transportatIon rates from one area to
another market is shared by the producer and the consumer,
the proportion paid by each depending on the elasticities
of demand and supply. Where two or more areas are OO!fl-

peting in the same market and the rate increases are not
equal, then the production area with the higher increase
must bear more of the increase than the other production
area.
For exaiiple, Figure 2 indicates that the Tennessee
and Oregon industries are competing in the Chicago market.
Both areas face the same demand curve and the marginal
cost schedules of both areas are assumed to be the same,
Figure 2 shows the equilibrium price to bo 2.0O per
hundredwsigit. Assume that transportation rates increase
by
.05 per hundredweight from Tennessee and by .10
per hundredweight

from Oregon.

The marginal cost

schedules of each area are shifted to the left and upward
by the amount of the increase in rates. Demand is not
affected as the producer is paying the increase in rates.
The new equilibrium price will be where the new supply
curve and the old demand curve intersect, or at 2.O3 per
hundredweight in Figure 2 for Tennessee green beans and

P

$2 .06

$2 03

2.O3

3EE

$2.00

$2.00

FIGURE 2.

EFFECT

OF

AR

INCREASE

IN

TRANS PORT AT ION

RATES.

2.O6 per hundredweight for Oregon green beans.

But the

consumer will pay no more for Oregon green beans than for
Tennessee green beans, quality considered to be the same.

Therefore, the price for Oregon green beans must drop
back to

32.03 per hundredweight.

The consumer is paying

.03 of the increase in both cases.

dustry is paying
increase.

.02 of the

The Tennessee in-

.05 per hundredweight

The Oregon industry is paying

$ .10 per hundredweight increase, or

.0? of the

.05 per hundred-

weight more than the Tennessee industry.

This is equal

to the original differential in the rate increases.

The

increase in rate differential can then be used to measure
the change in conpetitivo position due to increasing
transportation rates.

The increase in rates would cause a proportionally
greater decrease in quantity taken than a rise in prioeJ
But the Oregon industry is expanding markets in areas
where the competitive position is apparently declining.

One explanation is that Oregon producers do not compete
solely on a price basis.

The Pacific Northwest seems to

(1) Price elasticity of demand for processed green beans

is assumed to be relatively elastic. Due to a number
of substitutes, it may be slightly more elastic than
the price demand for all canned green vegetables.
The elasticity of all green vegetables is estimated
to be -1.08 (3, p.13).

be ideally suited to the growing of green beans.

A nUi

ber or factors such as climate and soil combine to pro

duce a high quality bean of very low fiber content which
meets with favorable consumer response, (4, p.$).

This

high uniform quality has been the basis of an industry
wide promotion campaign to promote consumption.

The pro

motion has succeeded in expanding demand to the point that
Northwest green beans sell at a premium over other green
beans.

Estimates of the premium vary but $ .02 per

#303 can would seem average.
net premium.

If the

This cannot be considered a

.02 per

3O3 can is as much as the

consumer is willing to pay, then the rate differentIal
increases could not be passed on to the consumer.

would be paying the

.02 per

increase in rate differentials.

e

303 can premium plus the

Were the Oregon Industry

to absorb the increases the sans amount could be sold in

the market with the Oregon industry accepting a somewhat
lessor net premium.

The price premium masks the decline

In competitive position due to Increasing freight costs.
The large amount of green beans processed in Oregon
is another factor which may be of considerable importance in establishing the premium. In order to
make procurement more efficient, it may be to the
buyer's advantage to pay a premium to ensure ready
availability of large supplies of a high quality
product.

It is riot inconceivable that future successive in-

creases in rate differentials could eliminate the
per h.303 can premium.

.02

Consider increases in rate differ-

eritials to markets east of the Rocky Mountains since 1946.

The increases have ranged from
weight or from

.0065 to

.50 to

I4

.97 per hundred-

.0126 per #303 can, depending

on the market arid the competitive producing area,

This

is a substantial portion of a $ .02 per can premium,

The existence of a price premium is also an incentive
to encourage entry Into production of a quality product.

An expansion in production could destroy the advantage
which Northwest producers now enjoy.

This has been the

experience In California for various fruits and vegetables
when market orders and agreements have undertaken to
Improve grower returns through control of supply or,
through promotion and advertising, to influence demand.

The short run advantages acquired through product differentiation ar

not limited to one area but can induce

interregional competition where previously none existed
(3, p.31).

Change in Competitive Position
From 1946 to 1955 the differentials in rates between
Oregon and co:petItIve producing areas increased rapidly
since the increases were all straight percentage

cii

increases.

Oregon shippers, with higher basic rates, had

greater increases per trnit of 8hipment.

Since 1955 the

rate maximums allowed have applied to Oregon shippers for
each market studied, with the exception of Washington.

However, the rates from other production areas have not
increased by the maximums allowed to any of the markets
studied as far west as Texas and Oklahoma.

The differen-

tials in rates under Oregon from other production areas
are increasing, although less rapidly now than bofore the
hoiddowna became effective (Tables 4-8),
Within the context of this study, Oregon's coiipeti-

tive position is declining by the amount of the increases
in the rate differentials.

inoreases in the rate differ-

entials have been the greatest from Tenne8see.

The rates

have declined from 1953 to 1958 to all markets except to

Boston U .01 per hundredweight increase) and to West
Coast points ($ .09 per hundredweight increase).

The rate,

differentials under Oregon have increased from a low of
.12 per hundredweight to California to a high of $ .O
per hundredweight to Indiana and Missouri.

During the

same period rates from Florida to all markets studied except those in the South and the West Coast have declined.
Increases in the rate differentials under Oregon ranged
from $ .12 to Tacoma to

.52 to 0klahoa.

Also, rates

from Now York have increased only moderately to the

surrounding states and have decreased to the South At1antic states.

As early as 1943 a report to Congress indicated that
regional freight rate differences were not justified by
cost differences (8, p.7).

Rates have been increasing,

however, from western points while decreasing or inereas
irig only moderately from shipping points in the gast.

Perhaps a iajor reason for the lower rates in the
truck competition for the hauls.

ast is

The length of haul. is

not too great and the trucks are able to compete.

In

order to maintain volume, the railroads have instituted
truck competitive rail rates which provide substantially
reduced transportation costs to the shippers in this
area.

The markets whore Oregons coipetitive position has
declined the most from 1953 to 1958, on the average, are
in the Southwest.

Next has been the Midwest, then the

South, then the Northeast, and finally in some cases, the
West.

Rate differentials under Oregon from areas studied

to the Southwest increased an average of $ .45 per

hundredweight, or 27 percent of the rate now in existence

Northwest Canners and Freezers Association. Statement
of northwest canners and freezers association in support of proposal for readjustment of transcontinental
freight rates by rail on canned and frozen fruits and
vegetables. Presented at the Transportation Confer!.
ence of Shippers and Carriers, Las Vegas, Nevada.
April 11, 1958.

to this area.

The rate differential under Oregon rates

to Fort Worth, Texas, increased by
weight from Tennessee, by

.35 per hundred

.34 from Florida, and by

.23 from New York between 1953 and 1958.

The corres-

pondirig increases to Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, were

.48

per hundredweight from Tennessee, $ .52 from Florida, and
.35 from New York (Table 7).

In the Midwest rate differentials under Oregon rates
increased by

.58 per hundredweight from Tennessee,

.22 from Florida,

land, and

.26 from Michigan,

.18 from New York (Table 6).

.21 from Mary

Similar in

creases were recorded to Indianapolis and St. Louis, with
a high of 3 .60 per hundredweight to both cities from
Tennessee,

In the South rate differentials under Oregon rates
increased to Georgia from Tennessee by
weight, from Florida by
per hundredweight.

.24 per hundred..

.19, and from New York by 4 .23

Differentials to Alabama increased by

$ .33 per hundredweight from Tennessee, by the same

amount from New York, and by
Florida.

.2? per hundredweight from

Similar increases were noted to North Carolina

with a high of

;

.50 per hundredweight from New York,

In the Northeast, increases in the rate differentials

under Oregon were fairly uniform to New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts.

The increases ranged

between

.17 per hundredweight and $ .38 per hundred-

weight, with most increases falling in the range from
.24 to

.33 per hundredweiht.

The lowest increase

was from Florida to New York, the differential increasing
by

.17 per hundredweight.

The greatest increase was

from Florida to Massachusetts, with the differential in-

creasing by

.38 per hundredweight.

In all oases so far discussed the rates from Oregon,
Washington and California have been the same, hence there

has been no change in the relationship among the three
states.

In the West, however, the situation changes.

Oregon's oopetitive position has improved relative to
California on shipments to Butte, Montana, while remaining the same relative to Washington.

For the period 1946

to 1958, Oregon's position has improved relative to both.
Washington and California on shipments to Butte.
Western markets studied were Tacoma, Fresno and
Butte.

To Butte for the period from 1953 to 1958, rate

differentials turned in favor of Oregon producers.

Dif-

ferentials over Oregon rates have increased from all other
producing areas studied except Washington which remained
the same in relation to Oregon.

Differentials were

.02

per hundredweight from Tennessee, the sAme amount from
Florida,

California.

.47 per hundredweight from New York, and $ .14

To Tacoma, differentials over Oregon rates

increased by $ .12 per hundredweight from all states ex-

cept New York which increased by

.

.57 per hundredweight.

To Fresno, rate differentials under Oregon rates Increased

by

.12 per hundredweight

'rorn all areas except New York

which increased by $ .33 per hundredweight.
For the period from 1946 to 1958 the pattern of rate
differential increases under Oregon Is somewhat different
than in the period from 1953 to 1958.

dif-

Increaser

ferentials under Oregon to the markets studied in the

Southwest averaged

.53 per hundredweight.

To markets

8tudied in the South, differentials increased an average
of

.80 per hundredweight, to the Northeast by

hundredweight and to the Midwest by

.70 per

.69 per hundred"

weight.

Differentials under Oregon to markets outside th9
West are increasing.

It Is important to indicate the

real magnitude of these dIfferonta1s.

basis an increase of
to abot

On a. per can

.77 per hundredweight would amount

.31 per #303 can.

Average Increases in rate

differentials from 1946 to 1958 ranged from $ .0069 to
.0104 per #303 can. From 1953 to 1958 average increases
in differentials ranged from
can.

If the estimate of

.0339 to 4

.0078 per #303

.02 per #303 can premium is at

all accurate then the differentiation of the product has
offset the increases in rate differentials.

Transportation rate increases have not undermined Oregon's
competitive position to any 'eat extent, However, there

seems to be no justification for the increases in rate
differentials and therefore no justification for the do
clime in competitive position which would have occurred
with an undifferentiated product.
Maintenance of Competitive Position
Assuming that the rates in existence at one time
were equitable to all producing areas as well as furnish-p
1mg the carriers a fair return, it is possible
toma1n
tam

the competitive position of all production areas

over time with respect to transportation rates. If It
wore necessary to increase rates the rates would be 1n
creased by the same absolute amount train al].
producing
areas to each consuming center. The same Increase would

become applicable for each production area, the same
amount of that

increase would be passed on to the con-

sumer, and the same amount passed back to the producer.,

However, why should the status quo be maintained?
Such a method of increasing rates could be
considered as
arbitrary as the method now used. The method of increasing rates with a hoiddown as used at present
has not
allowed increases of too great a magnitude In the oompe
titive position to take place.

However, had the rates

from other production areas increased by the percentage
allowed or the maxirnwn (whichever is less) instead of

decreasing or increasing only moderately, the increase in
differentials would have been inconsequential,

For

exauple, the rate to New York from Tennessee in 1953 was
$ .79 per hundredweight for a minimum weight of 36,000
pounds.

The rate from Oregon to New York was

2.10 per

Add to the Tennessee rate (a) .12 per
hundredweight as allcwed under Ex Parte 175; (b) $ .05
per hundredweight as allcwed under Ex Parts 193-A; (e)
$ .11 per hundredweight allowed under Ex Parts 206-A; and
(d) $ .01 per hundredweight allowed under Ex Parte 212,
arid the rate becomes .;l.08 per hundredweight in 1958.
Oregon's rate was *2.40 per hundredweight in 1958, The
differential under Oregon in 1953 was $1.31 per hundredweight and in 1958 it would have been $1.32 per hundredhundredweight.

weight for an increase in differentials under Oregon of
only $ .0. per hundredweight. Actually rates decreased
by $ .03 per hundredweight from Tennessee and increased
by $ .30 per hundredweight from Oregon, making the in-

crease in differential under Oregon $ .33 per hundredweight.

Rather than attempting to maintain the status quo,
one solution for a method of increasing rates would be

to consider the real costs to society of transporting the

pz'oduct front each area, in short to make transportation

rates equal to transportation costs.

A study of this

sort is beyond the scope of this study.

Tables 4-8

RAIL RATES FROM ORGCN AND PJIFID PRODUiING AREAS TO SLCTD MA:K&TS,
SHOWING CIIATGES IN DIFi.RiNTIALS L111DR CRGçN RATS.
RATES IN CINTS PLR HUNDR)IGiiT.( 1)

Pable 4 - To New York City

Date

6-30-46

From:
141
Saleni, Oregon (7)
Johnson City,
42
Tennessee (1)
Ft. Pierce, Fla. (2) 73
48
Lansing, Mich, (3)
25
Baltimore, Md. (3)
26
Utica, N.Y. (9)

102
---

--

Increase in Increase in
Increase differential differential
from 1946 under Oregon under Oregon
1946 to 1958 153 to 1958
to 1958

l-l53

3-1-58

210 164

240 194

99

92

--

76 67
114 105
81 72
37 28
39 31

34

--_
--8

79

-- 107
72 66
32 25
39 33

(1) See Appendix C for source or rates.

-33

12
13

--

--

--

--

65

--_
--

33
13
21
25

84

26

-32
24
27
32

-66
87

83

Number in parenthesis following state of
origin of shirnont indicates who furnished tbe rates.
Figures are for 40,000 pound
There is no 36,000 pound aiinimuni weight foe Oregon.
minimum weight.

Tables 4-8 (Continued)
Table 5 - To Macon, Georgxa(1)

Date

6-30-46

1-1-53

3-1-58

Increase in Increase in
Increase differential differential
from 1946 under Oregon urger Oregon
to 1958
1946 to 1958 1953 to 1958
.;

Prom:

Salem, Oregon (7)
105
Johnson City,
Tennessee (1)
52
Ft. Pierce, Fla. (2) 42
Utica, N.Y. (9)
77

88
----

179 150
53
59

106

----

(1) See Appendix C for source of rates.

199 180

94

92

--

--

--

--

49
60
103

-3
18
26

----

9?

----

24
19
23

--

42
51
95

76
68

-

Number in parenthesis following state of
origin of shipment indicates who furnished the rates.
(2) There is no 36,000 pound minimum weight for Oregon.
Figures are for 40,000 pound
minimum weight.

Tables 4-8 (Continued)
Table 6 - To Obicago, iiiinoi.s(l)

Date

From:
Salem, Oregon (7)
Johnson City,
Tennessee (1)
Ft. Pierce, Fla. (2)
Lansing, Mich. (3)
Baltimore, Md. (3)
Utica, N.Y. (9)

6-30-46

1-1-53

3-1-58

Increase in Increase in
Increase differential differential
from 1946 under Oregon under Oregon
1946 to 1958 1953 to 1958
to 1958

_'

1;

;i!J

99

88

165 13?

195 167

96

79

--

--

--

-

55
88

-61
----

103

75 66
112 103
36 27
86 77
80 71

20
24
11

-42
----

76

---

58
22

---

26
21

-43
23
23
20

25
50
43

--- 116

32
77

25
70

68

61

(1) See Appendix C for source of rates.

36
37

72
85
60
59

18

Number in parenthesis following state of
origin of shipment indicates who furnished the rates.
(2) There is no 36,000 pound minimum weight for Oregon.
Figures are for 40,000 pound
minimum weight.

Tables 4-8 (Continued)

Table 7 - To Oklahoma City, Ok1ahoma

Date

6-30-46

1-1-53

3-1-58

Mm. wts. (1000 lbe)

36(2)60

36

36

60

Increase in Increase in
Increase differential differential
from 1946 under Oregon under Oregon
to 1958
1946 to 1958 1953 to 1958

60

36

60

36

60

36

60

From:

Salem, Oregon (7)
Johnson City
Tennessee (1)
Ft. Pierce, Fla. (2)
Utica, N. Y. (9)
(1)

99

88

161 137

199 167

100

79

--

--

--

-

65

----

119
141
137

109 99
12? 117
140 130

44
46

---

61

--

56
54
39

----

48
52
35

----

81
79

-

--

See Appendix C for source of rates. Number in parenthesis following state of
origin of shipment indicates who furnished the rates.
(2) There is no 36,000 pound minimum weight for Oregon.
Figures are for 40,000 pound
minimum weight.

Tables 4-8 (Continued)

Table 8

Date

6-30-46

1-1-53

From:

Salem, Oregon (7)
--Johnson City,
Tennessee (1)
99
-Ft. Pierce, Fla. (2) 106
96
Lansing, Mich. (3)
105
93
Baltimore, Md. (3)
-- 108
Utica, N.Y. (9)
--Tacoma, Washington(7) --(1)

To Frosno, California1

77

-

181
193
181
222
222

176
176
182
186
186

89

--

3-1-58

Increase in Increase in
Increase differential differential
from 1946 under Oregon under Oregon
to 1958
1946 to 1958 1953 to 1958

--

--

---

--

--

199 184
211 194
199 174
240 194
285 223
119 --

82

-80

-------

---

107

87

76

69

---

78
---

----

12

--

12
12
12

---

33
00

See AppendIx C for source of rates. Number in parenthesis following state of
origin of shipment indicates who furnished the rates.
There is no 36,000 pound minimum weight for Oregon. Figures are for 40,000 pound
minimum weight.

LINEAR PROGRAMMING SOLUTION
Description of the Method
The transportation model solves for the
distribution
of a product from several sources to
many localities with
a minimum aggregate transportation cost.
The requirements of the problem are several sources
of production and several areas of consumption.

The total

requirements of the consumption areas must equal the total
productiona To solve, the rates between each production
and consumption area must be known and the
production and
consumption of each area must be known.
The notations used in setting up the program are:
m the non-negative number of tons shipped
from
source t to locality j.
cjj

the transportation rate fox' a shipment from
source I to locality j.

Then the total transportation cost, the
sum to be
minimized, becomes: T
j
°ij Xij.
To achieve a minimum transportation cost,
any values
of xj

(shipment values) can be selected which satisfy

three sorts of restrictions.
(1)

xij - Pj, that is, the shipments planned
froni each region cannot exceed the
production

of that region.

xjj - Rj, that is, the shipments to each

(2)

region must equal the requirements of that
region.

0, that is, the shipments cannot be nega-

(3) xj
tive.

In addition there are a

b restraining equations.

There are "a" production points, each of which has a
definite

ount product produced and thare are "b" con-

suming areas, each with a definite consumption requirement.

However, one of the a ' b restraining equations

is unnecessary because total requirements are equal to
the sum of the shipment values and if any a-i of the shipment values are known the other is automatically known.

The last one is the total requirements minus the a-i
values already lmown.
If the three restrictions and a

b - 1 restraIning

equations are fulfilled, a first basic solution has been
completed.

Then each of the routes not Included in the

basic solution must be tested to determine whether or not
a lower cost shipment plan Is possible.

The process of

testing Is lengthy and will not be presented.

An excel."

lent discussion of the testing procedure is given in
Dorfman, Samuelson, and Solow (2, p.109-il?).

If a lower

cost shipment plan is possible, the first basic solution
is modified.

The testing procedure is again applied and,
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through an iterative process, the optimum solution is ob

tamed.
pp1ication of the Method
The United States is partitioned into nine regions
for the purpose of defining production and consumption
requirements.

While the partitioning of the United States

into meaningful regions is a problem in itself, the states

are the smallest geographical units on which production
Therefore, the

and population figures are availble.
states are the units of the regions.

Oregon is considered

to be an independent region as it is desired to know that

part of the optimum shipment plan which pertains to 0re
gon.

In the other regions a point is selected near the

center of the region and it is assumed that production
and consumption for the region are concentrated at this
point (6, p.?).

The shipment plan is for the narketing year from
August 1, 1956 to July 31, 1957.

The production figures

for each region are for the 1956 crop.

Consumption of

processed green beans for each region is taken as per
capita consumption for 1957 (11, p.38-39), times popula
tion as at January 1, 1957 (8, p.208).

This is approxi-

mately in the middle of the marketing year.
The transportation rates used in the model are

5].

railroad rates for canned green beans.

Rates for canned

green beans are used as between 90 and 92 percent of the

sample consisted of canned green beans.

In addition3 the

movement of frozen green beans generally paralleled the
movement of canned green beans with the exception of the
southern states which shipped in a large amount of canned
beans but only a small amount of frozen green bean3,

Rail rates wore used exclusively because this is the
only comparable basis between states.

It would have been

more meaningful to employ a weighted rate had this been
practical.

However, the proportion and destination of

processed green beans shipped from other production areas
via rail, boat1 or truck are not known.

Hence it would

not be possible to construct a meaningful weihted rate

for any region other than Oregon.
Solution of the Mode].

The first step is to determine a first basic feasible
solution.

From inspection of the rates and the production

and consumption needs of a region, a good start can be

made toward a lowcost shipment plan.
As consumption and production are considered to be
concentrated at a point in each region, there are no
transportation costs within a region.

All consumption

needs must be met and there are no costs associated with
shipments within a region, therefore it is reasonable to

Table 9

RAILROAD RATES BETWEN RGIONS, AS CF JANUARY 1, 1957
(Rates are in cents pr handreiweight)

Frontregion

1

2

3

142(5)

123(6)

5

7

8

9

87(6)

144(6)

247(6)

228(7)

228(7)

4

To region
1

03

141(3)

00

66(6)

99(6)

139(3)

207(6)

192(7)

192(7)

123(6)

74(3)

00

74(6)

102(3)

197(6)

187(7)

187(7)

4

87(6)

91(6)

68(3)

00

110(3)

197(6)

183(7)

193(7)

5

149(6)

117(6)

100(6)

106(3)

193(6)

179(7)

179(7)

6

197(6)

168(6)

117(6)

89(6)

107(3)

192(6)

179(7)

179(7)

7

235(6)

239(6)

239(6)

239(6)

229(6)

142(7)

114(7)

S

235(6)

209(6)

194(6)

194(6)

179(6)

170(6)

00

95(7)

9

235(6)

209(6)

194(6)

194(6)

194(6)

141(3)

95(7)

00

2

(1) See Appendix C for source of rates.

indicates who furnished the rates.

00

00

Number in parenthesis after each rate

assume that the needs of a region will be met before any
thing will be exported to another region.

Once this is

accomplished the surplus is assigned to deficit regions
according to where it can be shipped at the lowest cost.
In Table 10 the necessary conditions are fulfilled;
each region receives an amount equal to its requirements
arid the shipments from each region do not exceed the pro

duction of that region.

Total transportation cost for

the initial plan is $2,829,443.00.

1acb route not included in the first basic solutton
must be tested to determine if a lower cost shipment plan
is possible.

If the iridireetcost exceeds the direct

oost, it will pay to introduce the direct shipment.

In

the first solution indirect costs exceeded direct oosts
in two instances, the greatest difference occurring on

shipments from region I to region 4.

Sbtpments were re

duced to region 3 from region I and increased to region
4, reducing total cost by $225.00.

The testing procedure

is then repeated on the second iteration.

Only three iterations were required to reach the op
timurn solution.

The final iteration was not greatly dif.

fererit from the first basic feasible solution.

ThEre was

a complete lack of crosshau1ing between regions, partial..
ly due to the large regions erp1oyed in the model.

Also,

the rate structure is such that one direct shipment is

Table 10
FIRST BASIC ?EASIBI

Prom

2

1

3

4

5

SCLUTI0N

7

8

9

Requirements,
Tons

To
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

85,830
48,525

35

16430

16,395

40,510
7,445
6,080

48,130

19,955

4,600

7,855
28,300

3,75

85,830
48,525
33,200
08,640
32,000
6,080
7,855
31,975

Prod.
337,615
85,865 49,115 16,395 48,130 19,955 12,455 20,300 77,400
Tons
C1)Requiroments were taken as per capita consumption times population1 Per capita
consumption figures wore in pounds of product, to convert this to the equivalent
farm weight to make consumption figures conparab1e to production figu1es, the per
capita consumption of canned green beans was multiplied by .733 and per capita conswaption of frozen green beans was multiplied by 1.266 (10, p.72-75). This made a
total of 4 pounds per capita consumption.
(2)Total production eqa11ed 338,630 tons. Of this, 320,290 tQns were reported as
from sixteen "other states". To make production equal to consumption the difference of 1,015 tons was subtracted from production of "other states". The remaining
production of other states was divided equally among the sixteen "other states" at
the rate of 1,155 tons per state. Those amounts were added to the production of the
region in which each of the sixteen states are located.

Table 11

OPTIrAL INTERR&I0NAL MCVE4r:NT OF
PR0CESSJD GRN BEANS

From

1

2

3

4

5

7

9

Requiremerta,

To
1

85,830

85,330
2

48,525

3

590

4

43,525

16,395

35

4,600

48,130

5

19,955

11,615

33,200

40,475

88,640

12,045

32,000

6,080

6,080

6

7

7,855

8

7,855
28,300

9

85,865

49,115

16,395

43,130

19,955

12,455

28,300

3,675

31,975

3,510

3,510

77,400

337,615

lower cost than two shorter hauls,

A deficit region

which produced so1e gron beans did riot ship to another
deficit region and have Its awn needs satisfied by a sur
plus region.

This resulted in a net møvement interre'

gionally of only 79,115 tons of product,
percent of total production.

This is only 23

Of this, OrogOn shipnents

amounted to 73,890 tons or 93 percent of the total product
moving interregionally.

The final solution (Table 11) Indicated a total
transportation cost of

2,825,539.00.

Comparison of the Model to Computed Shipments
Computed shipments from Oregon differed
front the model solution,

arked1y-

A com2arson of the two is pre

sented below,

Patie 12
COMPUTED AND TRA1

To Region
1

2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9

'CRTATION MOD?L SHIPMENTS PROM ORGON

Conputod Shipments
6,780
9,340
8,700
15,140
6,890
1,900
6,050
15,660
8,940

tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons

Model Shipments
None
None
11,615
40,475
12,045
6,080
None
3,675
3,510

tons
tons
tons
tons

tons
tons

The shortcomings of using a single per capita cori

sumption figure for the United States becomes obvious.

The difference in total computed and transportation model
shipments to region 1 is 6,780 tons.

An increase of as

little as .3 pounds in per capita consumption in region 1

would account for slight, iore than this amount.

Also, markets arebuilt over time,

By differenti-

ating the product, demand has been increased and possibly
made less elastic.

Price increases due to increasing

transportation rate differentials may not have been great
enough to overcome consumer preference for Oregon's
product.

Total transportation costs for the computed ship
merits from Oregon was

2,222,69O.00 as compared to

2,634,486.00 for the transportation model shipments.

Reason for the lower cost of computed shipments was the
excess of shipments to regions 7 and 8 and the excess
amount which apparently remained in Oregon.

These ship

merits would have lower unit transportation costs than

corresponding shipments to any of the other regions.

How-

ever, because Oregon shippers do not satisfy the needs of
regions 3, ', 5, and 6, some other production area must

do so at a greater ag?egate transportation cost.
The extent to which computed shipments vary from the
model solution can be taken as a rough measure of the

importance of auch factors as product differentiation and

efficiency and ease of procurement in allocating the
product.

]3xcept as knowledge is limiting, the Oregon

shiper is riot irxationa1 nor are shippers In other production areas irrational.

Oregon shtppers sell

beans in re4on 1 cnly bocaus

aen

someone ifl regIon 1 Is

willing to buy, while the model solution indicates that,
with the.existing set of rates, no one in region 1 wou]4

be wilIng to pay the pricefor Oregon green beans,
There must be other factors operative,

The model solution indicates that with the rates in
effect in 195?, Oregon bad an advantage In the South, the
Southwest, the Midwest, and the Great Plains area.

It

costs less, for example, for Oregon to ship to the M1d
west than It would for region 1 to ship to the Midwest
and then find it necessary to import green beans from
another region to satisfy its own needs.

Therefore, other

factors being equal, Oregon shipments should expand to
these areas and shipments should decrease to the Northeast
the South Atlantic states, and the West,

While not ap-

proaching the niodel solution and with the exception of

the South Atlantic states, this has been the general pattern of shipments over the Live-year period studied.

The

Midwest, South, and Southwest have been expanding rapidly
as markets.

The Great Plains area increased the amount

L

taken by four times from 1953 to 1956 but then declined
in 1957.

It is riot known if the decline is permanent,

but with the increases cf the previous four years it
would appear to be only tenporary.

The Northeast, while

not declining, has remained fairly stable in total quan

Ut7 taken while declining percentage-wise as a market,
The excess of shipments to the West from Oregon has been
explained partially by (1) Shipments between processors,

resulting in double counting; (2) Shipments within the
states to staging locations, later to be roshipped; and
(3) Shipments to other processors who further process the
product, some probably due f or reshipment out of the West.

The South Atlantic states are an exception which cannot be
explained even in part.

This region has been one of the

most rapiily expanding markets for Oregon green beans.
For the other producing regions, the conclusion is
that the region should first satisfy the needs of its own
region and ship the surplus, if any, to (I) A deficit
region whose needs cannot be met by another surplus region at a lower oost, or (2) A region where it has the
least disadvantage.

SW4MARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Oregon produces many agricultt*ral co!mnodities in

excess of the needs of the state and is therefore dependent on transportation agencies to transport the surplus
to markets.

Oregon shippers are fortunate in having a

choice of excellent transportation facilities, either
rail, truck, or boat.

Because of location with respect to the principal
consuming centers, it is to be expected that rates would
be higher from Oregon than from competing production
areas located nearer the consuming centers.

However, the

differences in all cases cannot be justified.

Also,

rates have increased more from Oregon than from competing
production areas, resulting in widening rate differentiala.

From 1953 to 1958 the rate differentials under

Oregon bad increased by an average of
wetght or

.45 per hundred-

.0058 per #303 can to markets in the South-

west, by $ .29 per hurre1weight or $ .0038 per #303 can
to markets in the iidwest, by $ .22 per hundredweight or

$ .0 28 per #303 can to markets in the South, and by
* .24 per hundredweight or $ .0031 per #303 can to markets in the Northeast.

Using the increases in rate dif-

ferentials as a measure of the change in competitive
position, it can be said that Oregon producers'

cocTipetitive position declined in this period.

The iri

creases do not appear to be too substantial,
however.

Recnt developments in rates have tended to offset
the decline in competitive position which has occurred.
In February, lc)58, a new minimum weight of
75,000 pounds

was instituted which carries corresponding
lower trans
portation rates. This resulted in
considerable savings
to shippers who could take advantage

of the nw weight

category,

Also, rates decreased in August, 1958, to
markets in the Southwest, the South,
and the Midwest
which decreased the dIfferentials
to these areas. Also,
the 3 percent transportation tax
was repealed in Jufle,

1958, resulting In greater savings
to Oregon shippers
than to shippers with lower transportation
rates.
Another factor offsetting the decline
In conpetitive position has been a successful

caaIgn to promote

consumption of Northwest green beans.

Shipments in-

creased rapidly to areas where rate
differentials have
increased the aost. ividently, Oregon
producers have
tended to overcome the handicap
of higher freight rates
through product differentiation.
The total effect of the factors
offsetting the de

dine in competitive positIon would
seem to be great
enough that Increasing
transportation rates have not had
a great Impact on the competitive
position of Oregon's

located throui;hout the United States,

All sectiona of

the country take significant quantities of Oregon green
beans but the fastest growing markets are the Midwest,
the South, and the Southwest.

The NrthsaSt has remained

fairly stable in total quantity taken, as has the West.

The most significant changes in carrier utilized
occurred in the Gulf and South Atlantic Coast states,

with the railroads increasing their share at the expense
of the water carriers.

Also, in the states surrounding

Oregon significant changes have occurred with the trucks
taking a larger portion of the traffic and the rail
roads taking a smaller portion.

In the Midwest, the

South, and the Great Plains area, the railroads transport
almost all of the product.

A transportation model was used to solve for the
optimum shipment plan between regions to attain a minimum
aggregate transportation coat.

The model used had

several serious limitations, the most serious being the

assumption of constant per capita consumption in all
regions.

Next was the large regions which were used as
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a basis for the model.

Third, costs of production, other

than transportation costs, here assumed to be the same

for all production regions.

The transportation model solution indicated that with
the rates in existence in 1957, Oregon shippers should

ship to the South, the Midwest, the Southwest, the Great
Plains, Oregon, and the states which compriso region 8,
that is, California, Utah1 Nevada, and Arizona.

This

would involve increasing shipments to the South, the Midwest, the Southwest, and the Great Plains while decreasing shipments to tho Northeast, the South Atlantic
states, Oregon, and the other western states.

The model

utilized considered only transportation rates; therefore,
it does not pretend to be a substitute for the market in
allocating the product,

However, it does show that with

the rates in 1957 It was cheaper for Oregon shippers to

ship to the indicated regions than for any other production region to ship there, considering that the consump
tion needs of all regions would have to be satisfied.
The trend of shipments over the five-year period studied,

with a few exceptions, has been toward the pattern of
shipments indicated as optimum in the model solution.

The Midwest, the South and the Southwest are rapidly
growing markets, and the Great Plains area increased sub-

stantialii although remaining a relatively small rnart.
Total shipments to the Northeast remained fairly stable

rn
over the five-year period while the region declined percentagewise as a market.

The South Atlantic region is a

major exception for total shipments bad increased rapidly
over the period studied.

The states of the West are

other exceptions although the excess of shipments to
these states Is partially explainable through (1) Ship-

ments between processors, resulting in double counting,
(2) Shipments to staging centers within the states,
later to be reshipped, and (3) Shipments to processors

who further process the product, of which part probably
wa

to be consumed outside the West.
The degree to which the computed shipments cor-

respond to the model solution could well indicate the
importance of transportation rates In allocating sipplies
of the product.

On the other hand, the places where the

computed shipments vary from the model could Indicate
that such factors as product differentiation and effi-

ciency and ease of procurement are more important than
differences in transportation rates.
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APPNDIOtS

°

908,918

798,438

995,186

Kentuckj

DestinatIon

1953

Alabama

572,536

1,941,145

Arizona

870,900

341,641

942,986

34,273,968

54,515,007

35,427,186

31,665,674

847,980

1,116,031

1,834,507

1,192,26?

1,154,358

1,483,582

1,868,586

1,509,536

973,231

1,475,211

798,905

645,703

1,514,529

1,836,954

1,624,567

Florida

1,329,393

2,817,921

3,424,4B6

3,135,677

4,320,639

Georgia

2,957,202

3,261,69?

4,438,211

4,132,400

4,138,633

625,580

865,883

1,342,157

928,046

1,078,944

illinois

6,672,641

8,877,231

1.1,362,664

8,929,341

16,906,525

Indiana

3,873,541

6,314,662

5,531,471

5,966,174

7,771,283

1,425,962

1,387,407

2,037,423

2,093,544

2,302,000

1,805,111

947,333

2,414,072

1,436,336

961,079

1954

155

1956

1957

1,706,364

2,172,985

3,816,200

322,154

525,100

37,098,442

1,051,834
835,450

Xansas
Iowa

idaho

C. D.

Connecticut
Colorado
California

sap1e. the in production of peróent by up blown are
figures Shipment
19531957 STATES, PY DESTINATION 0RG0N, PROM SHIPMt;NTS TOTAL
A APPENDIX

AP?INDIX A (Continued)

155

1956

1957

1953

1954

3,041,677

5,500,521

6,755,961

6,506,031

9001,408

81,136

122,900

119,185

81,451

258,164

515,330

959,703

1,361,339

941,592

1,146,389

3,216,991

4,919,214

4,017,864

2,948,446

4,108,542

399,555

1,259,590

947,196

2,489,441

2,578,597

Minnesota

1,180,516

2,039,500

1,668,193

1,538,026

l,878425

Mississippi

1,323,539

2,658,700

3,073,182

1,968,469

3,339,706

Missouri.

5,129,273

5,774,483

5,915,018

6,158,841

6,581,158

Montana

3,202,814

4,532,634

4,485,571

4,017,146

4,025,161

Nebraska

511,534

1,039,738

832,796

2,909444

450,350

Nevada

322,264

344,790

231,611

146,572

74,581

New Hashire

126,432

130,648

186,696

186,972

280,025

ersey

3,067,448

4,337,759

4,112,225

1,875,336

2,050,625

Now Mexico

25,632

10,964

187,564

70,956

Destination
Louisiana
Maine

Maryland
Massachusetts

Miehigan

New

New York

4,629,464

7,060,428

7,526,636

8,776,582

6,530,964

North Carolina

4,730,561

6,778,179

9,470,439

7,520,074

7,710,808

APPENDIX A (Continued)

Destination

1953

1954

1955

1956

195?

North dakota

148,070

134,04

381,743

513,885

4O3,161

Ohio

2,077,955

3,544,410

3,945,593

4,634,774

5,563,928

Oklahoma

1,995,034

2,452,145

2,640,850

2,753,95

3,080,656

Pennsylvania

3,896,682

6,806,838

5,021,739

4,092,569

6,430,78?

Rhode Island

509,836

1,050,934

1,257,632

479,692

833,317

1,679,582

3,379,617

3,853,314

3,914,918

4,343,670

40,080

285,241

43,50?

134,985

4,550

239,330

562,152

690,154

1,131,346

2,074,875

6,715,948

9,607,241

11,063,297

13,322,572

656,602

939,000

828,286

719,077

647,428

15,724

20,304

84,379

40,839

232,403

368,175

607,154

1,438,108

8,688,268

12,593,428

12,597,482

9,020,408

9,341,694

66,773

224,086

698,239

1,866,710

1,619,944

217,732

415,97

351,700

808,154

1,290,444

South Carolina

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

Utah
Vermont

Virginia

Washington
West Virginia

Wisconsin

11,526,814:

APPNiIX A (Continued)
DestInation

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

Wyoming

243,266

244,910

144,407

170,910

103,333

Oregon

12,015,852

15,577,500

23,171,121

19,083,654

25,091,622

Government

14,098,398

5,702,883

14,257,484

22,918,138

3,159,167

E73

B

Total Sd.pments, by Regions, l953l951.
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APiNDIX C
Sources of Rate Data
1.

Goodman, S. R., Freight Traffic Manager, Southern
Railway System, Washington, D. C

Jan. 8, 1959.

(Rail rates from Thnsssoe)
2.

Hawkins, H. E. C., Chief Freight Traffic Officer,
Florida mast Coast Railway Co., St. Augustine, Fla.
Jan. 12, 1959.

3.

(Rail rates from Florida)

Hammer, W, B., Assistant Director, Bureau of Rates
and Practices, Interstate Com:neree Commission,

Washington, D. C.

Dec. 12, 1958,

(Rail rates from

Bait iruoro, Maryland, and Lansing, Michigan)
4.

Henry, Clarence, Chief Clerk, Pacific Inland Tariff
Bureau, i'ortland, Oregon.

6.

Henry, Robert L., Assistant Traffic Manager, City Con-

mission of Public Docks, Ptland, Cregon.
6.

Hooh.elle, Paul, Freight Traffic Consultant.
land, Oregon.

7.

Larwood, Prank,

Port

Feb. 19, 1959.
Public Utilities Commission, Salem,

Oregon.
8.

Pennlpaoker, R.

3.

Sheriff, C. V., Director of Rates, New York Central
Systetn.

Pope & Talbot Lines,

New York, New York.

Portland, Ore.

Jan, 22, 1959,

